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延べ語数 Guiraud値 延べ語数 Guiraud値
タスク１ 2788 9.13 2194 10.12
タスク２ 1416 8.77 1686 11.01
タスク３ 2252 10.41 1646 9.05
タスク４ 4225 14.42 3963 16.23
タスク５ 8151 17.67 6021 17.54
タスク６ 5356 15.62 4058 17.20
タスク７ 4269 18.93 3828 17.88
タスク８ 2025 8.96 1649 10.86
タスク９ 5727 18.10 5405 18.83
タスク10 4042 15.02 3448 14.85
タスク11 3424 15.11 2807 14.42
タスク12 11701 12.63 8006 13.60





















































































































































































「Gephi - The Open Graph Viz Platform」：https://gephi.org　　2020年８月26日アクセス確認
「Welcome to Python.org」：https://www.python.org　　2020年８月26日アクセス確認









＊ Humanities and Social Studies Education
Lexical Network Structures Characteristic of Japanese
Native Speakers’ and Learners’ Sentences
Ayaki KUJIRAI＊
ABSTRACT
In this study, the sentences of native Japanese speakers were contrasted with those of learners, and the characteristics 
of Japanese sentences analyzed in the contrast were discussed.  The lexical features of the sentences were exploratively 
analyzed by organizing the lexical networks based on co-occurrence within the same sentence.  The results of the analysis 
revealed the following.
Native speakersʼ sentences tended to use independent vocabulary for each task.  In addition, native speakers conceive 
of sentence formation with an emphasis on the strong association of central words.  Furthermore, native speakers may 
consider their place in the larger whole sentence rather than local cohesion in their sentence formation.
Learnersʼ sentences tended to use a small number of common lexical cohesion for each of the multiple tasks.  Learners 
also prioritize the formation of singular networks from one word to another and form content linkages by linking a specific 
and few words to another.  In addition, learners may be more focused on building local cohesion in their sentences than 
native speakers.
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